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example of this organisms that make their own food, sample plants heterotrophs and an example of this organisms, fungi and animals energized by the food they eat the ultimate energy source for all living beings How many phosphate is stored in atp how many phosphate adp have photosynthesis is exothermic or endothermic and causes entothermic
because it takes energy in to create glucose what material coastal epidermal cells to prevent excessive water loss where is the ground tissue found in plants between dermal and vascular tissue where most photosynthesis occurs in a plant 3 FACTORS AFFECTING PHOTOSYNTHESIS SPEED WATER LAMP AND TEMPERATURE where light-related
reactions occur where light independent reactions take place stroma-free space what is called independent responses to light The final result of the calvin cycle why plant leaves appear green pigment chlorophyll reflecting green light How do protection cells organize the transpiration rate according to temperature/environmental conditions? they stay indoors
in the hottest areas of the day to prevent water loss loss of water with plant leaves how capillary action works with transpiration to keep water moving with the plant Plants use capillary action to move water with leaves Molecule that can be connected to high-energy electrons and carry this energy elsewhere Photosynthesis Equation
6C02+6H20==c6H1206+602 &gt; Light Carbon +water===&gt; glucose oxygen dioxide There is wax that prevents dewatering Circulatory system of the plant There is chloroplast for photosynthesis The sun charges the electrons, and NADP and ADP move them, converting them from electromagnetic energy to chemical energy.
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